We are excited to have Dr. Suzanne Seekins back on campus live and in person! This weekend Dr. Suzanne Seekins presents Session #1 of the two session, 24-hour Pediatric Certificate Course. In this session Dr. Seekins begins with Pre-Natal Development of the Cranium. This discussion includes material on the most common pediatric conditions with known cranial etiologies. In hours two and three she presents Pre-Natal Treatment of Gravid Female to Prevent Cranial Distortion Patterns. These hours are devoted to the gravid female in various manageable conditions that respond favorably to chiropractic intervention. In hour four Dr. Seekins conducts a hands-on workshop for the treatments and material covered last hour. Hour five is on Cranial Molding and Cranial Examination of the Neonate. In hours five, six, and seven Dr. Seekins demonstrates Infant Cranial Corrections and allows ample workshop time. In hours eight and nine the Neonatal Correction instruction continues with continued workshop experience.

One of the most popular postgraduate seminars that we offer happens every year. What makes this seminar so popular? Well, there are numerous reasons. Here are just a few. The seminar concentrates on biomechanics, involves 18 holes of golf and is presented by Dr. Michael Murphy. The sun is shining. Optimism is in the air and Dr. Murphy is excited to present the Biomechanics of Golf Seminar for everyone who has been stuck inside since November. It was definitely a tough winter. C’mon, it’s summer and we’re playing golf as we learn and earn continuing education credits. Has there ever been an easier choice? The seminar is being held at Far Oaks Golf Club at 419 Old Collinsville Road in Caseyville, Illinois, 62232. The telephone number there is 618-628-2900. When you get to Far Oaks tee it high and let it fly into open fairways on one of the Midwest’s best golf courses. The front nine is a Scottish-style links layout with native tee it high and let it fly into open fairways on one of the Midwest’s best golf courses. The front nine is a Scottish-style links layout with native grasses and wild flowers. Grand oaks line perfect fairways on the backside. Expect smooth rolling large greens when you play Far Oaks. Everyone who has attended Dr. Murphy’s Biomechanics of Golf seminars is enthusiastic about the instruction and the instructor. Attendance is always limited and this seminar always sells out quickly so please call as soon as possible to reserve your spot. When you arrive on Saturday July 25th Dr. Murphy and a PGA professional will use their expertise to help you and your patients get in shape for golf. The seminar is designed to help prevent injuries from occurring to you or your patients. The program works on flexibility, strength and dynamic power. Players and the doctors who treat them have reported improvement in performance while at the same time decreasing their risk of injuries. Topics include a section on biomechanics, a section on treatment and rehabilitation techniques and a training program. The seminar tuition includes the educational program, lunch, a cart and eighteen holes of golf. If you have attended Dr. Murphy’s Biomechanics of Golf Seminar before, you already know that it’s a great way to get postgraduate education, license renewal credits, and have fun at the same time. If this is your first time attending this seminar you’re in for a treat. But please remember that attendance is limited so call soon. Dr. Michael Murphy is a 1995 graduate of Logan College of Chiropractic and was a winner of both an Award of Excellence in Chiropractic Science and in Clinical Science from that institution. Dr. Murphy has a very busy practice in Chesterfield, Missouri and serves as the official team chiropractor for the Stanley Cup Champions St. Louis Blues Professional Hockey Team, the St. Louis Cardinals Professional Baseball Team and the former St. Louis Rams Professional Football Team. He is a scratch golfer and always finds time for a round or two. Please join him for this informative and fun seminar.

The Insurance Consultant Certification Course continues this weekend as a live webinar with Session #4: Documentation and Evidence-Based Guidelines. Dr. Mario Fucinari teaches the attendees how to analyze documentation guidelines and requirements; understand staff’s responsibility to provide documentation elements; identify legal aspects of proper documentation; acquire appropriate clinical reasoning skills to accurately assess and diagnose patient conditions; justify a patient care plan based on evidence-based practice guidelines; develop effective evidence-based communication skills with peers, patients, and auditors; establish legal and ethical behavior as a health care professional; and integrate research with examination and treatment procedures. As with all of the sessions in this certification course, this presentation may be used as a stand-alone seminar or the next step in certification. The class is open to doctors, staff, billers, and students. Mario Fucinari, DC, CCSP, APMP, CPCO, MCS-P is a 1986 graduate of Palmer College of Chiropractic and an internationally known expert in compliance. Please join him this weekend for Session # 4.
August 1-2, 2020
Integration of Chiropractic for the Animal Health Care Practice (Special Event)
Instructor: Susan Roecker, DC

This weekend we present a Special Event Seminar with Dr. Susan Roecker. Animal Chiropractic is becoming more and more popular as chiropractic patients learn that their pets can get the same positive results from chiropractic that they get. During the corona virus pandemic people have spent more time at home and with their pets as companions. In this 12-hour seminar, Dr. Roecker provides insight and training on how to become part of an integrated team of healthcare practitioners who treat animals. In this course Dr. Roecker defines animal chiropractic – what it is, and what it is not. She covers the history of animal chiropractic and the role of chiropractic in integrated pain management for animals. She also discusses standards in education, licensing, and research. On Sunday, Dr. Roecker discusses safety and handling of the animal patient and covers comparative anatomy. She provides an overview of the physical examination and uses videos to demonstrate the examination procedures. She then presents a palpation lab and a live demonstration. She wraps up this excellent seminar with a discussion of zoonotic diseases and coping with loss This weekend we include a catered lunch on Saturday and brunch on Sunday, along with door prizes. The seminar is taught by Susan Roecker, D.C. Dr. Roecker is a 2011 graduate of Logan College of Chiropractic, and a 2017 graduate of Options for Animals College of Chiropractic. She is certified by the International Veterinary Chiropractic Association (IVCA). Dr. Roecker practices at the Animal Medical Center of Mid-America where she provides chiropractic care for animals. This will be a fun educational event. The seminar will be held in a classroom and at the Logan Outdoor Pavilion. A catered lunch will be included each day. Information tables will be provided by the Humane Society of Missouri and Options for Animals. If you have a desire to treat animals and add another dimension to your practice this is the seminar for you!

August 1-2, 2020
Integration of Chiropractic for the Animal Health Care Practice (Special Event)
Instructor: Susan Roecker, DC

Times:
Saturday 12:00pm - 7:00pm
Sunday   8:00am - 3:00pm

Tuition:
$245 Regular Registration
$215 Early Bird Tuition*

*Tuition must be received by July 17, 2020 to qualify for EB discount.

Register online at www.Logan.edu (Click on Postgrad)
Email: postgrad@logan.edu
or call us at 1-800-842-3234

The Insurance Consultant Certification Course continues this weekend with Session # 5: Examination, Diagnosis, and Treatment of the Subluxation. Topics in this important session include the purpose of chiropractic care and patient education, treatment guidelines for various types of treatment scenarios, the consultation in a rehabilitation case, and red flags of serious disease. He covers the level of the E/M code, Waddell non-organic signs, and the physical examination. He discusses muscle strength testing and conducts a strength-testing workshop. He describes and discusses physical capacity evaluation, and contributory negligence. And that’s just on Saturday. On Sunday, Dr. Fucinari covers deconditioning syndrome, documentation of the rationale of rehabilitation, therapeutic exercises, and provocative tests. The class continues with a discussion of band versus tubing, strength band dosage and strength band selection. In hour 10, Dr. Fucinari covers yoga, Pilates, core stability and bridging. He wraps things up with neuromuscular re-education and discusses group therapy requirements, rehabilitation of the elderly, rehabilitation of the child, documentation requirements and case studies. As with all of the sessions in this certification course, this presentation may be used as a stand-alone seminar or the next step in certification. The class is open to doctors, staff, billers, and students. Mario Fucinari, DC, CCSP, APMP, CPCO, MCS-P is a 1986 graduate of Palmer College of Chiropractic and an internationally known expert in compliance. Please join him this weekend for Session # 5.

August 8-9, 2020
Certified Insurance Consultant – Session #5 (Live Webinar)
Instructor: Mario Fucinari, DC, CCSP®, APMP, CPCO, MCS-P

Times:
Saturday 1:00pm - 7:30pm
Sunday   8:00am - 2:00pm

Tuition:
$275 Regular Registration
$250 Early Bird Tuition*

*Tuition must be received by July 24, 2020 to qualify for EB discount.
August 15-16, 2020
Chiropractic Pediatrics – Session #2
Instructor: Suzanne Seekins, DC, DICS

This weekend Dr. Suzanne Seekins concludes her two-session Pediatric Certificate Course with Session # 2. In this session Dr. Seekins begins with Common Infant Neonatal Signs and Symptoms. This discussion includes an introduction to KISS Neonatal Signs (Kinesthetic Imbalance due to Sub-occipital Strain) and upper cervical issues. The presentation includes spine examination and correction of the occiput, cervical, thoracic and lumbar, and sacral spine. Following this presentation Dr. Seekins provides ample time to workshop the treatments and material covered. In Hours 5 and 6 Dr. Seekins describes and discusses Latching and Sucking Disorders. This discussion includes anatomy, diagnosis, and correction. Corrective techniques with a hands-on workshop will be covered as well. In Hours 6 and 7 she presents Gastrointestinal Problems and includes anatomy, diagnosis, and correction. In this section she provides a review of anatomy and physiology of the gut with diagnosis and treatment for conditions such as GERD, or GER, colic and more. An 8-step organ protocol will be taught as well as correction of associated spinal levels and cranial issues that may be involved with GI problems. A workshop on protocol for GI issues will also be provided. In Hours 8 and 9 Dr. Seekins discusses Otitis Media, and in Hours 10 and 11 Asthma and Enuresis. Each of these conditions include anatomy, diagnosis and correction, as well as hands-on workshops. Dr. Seekins wraps up this seminar with a review and questions – and, if time permits, she will discuss strabismus issues. If you have completed Sessions # 1 along with this session you will earn a Certificate in Chiropractic Pediatrics. Even if you are not in the certificate program this seminar is an excellent stand-alone presentation jam-packed with information to help you diagnose and treat your pediatric patients. This course is taught by Suzanne Seekins, D.C., D.I.C.S. Dr. Seekins is a 1990 graduate of Logan College of Chiropractic. She is Certified Advanced Proficiency SOT by the Sacral Occipital Research Society International, Certified Craniothrapist by the International Craniothrapic Society, and she is a Diplomate of the International Craniothrapic Society. Dr. Seekins was the International Chiropractor of the Year Award winner by SORSI in 2011. She has presented a large number of lectures and seminars on chiropractic pediatric practice around the country and we are happy to have her on campus this weekend for session #2 of this highly successful program.

Times: Saturday 1:00pm - 7:00pm
Sunday 8:00am - 2:00pm
Tuition: $265 Regular Registration
$235 Early Bird Tuition*

September 5-6, 2020 - Labor Day Weekend
No Seminars - HAPPY LABOR DAY!

September 12-13, 2020
Management and Care of the Pregnant Patient – Beyond the Spine
Instructor: Suzanne Seekins, DC, DICS

In this seminar Dr. Seekins acquaints us with diagnosing and recognizing risk factors for the myriad of concerns throughout gestation and the pre-conception and post-partum phases as well. She will demonstrate effective treatment techniques and provide individualized attention to attendees for optimal instruction during the hands-on learning portion. Attendees will be armed with a basic understanding of the gravid female patient and some effective treatment protocols that can be utilized immediately in the clinical setting. They will also be exposed to a specific chiropractic treatment and will be given an insight into a direction of study to enhance their capacity to treat these conditions. Topics covered in this outstanding 12-hour seminar include: pre-conception issues and various issues of the first trimester of gestation, including material on infertility, nutriceutical and herbal use and contraindications during the pre-conception and pre-natal periods. Environmental impacts on fertility and hormones will be discussed and all material will be presented with relevance to chiropractic intervention. Dr. Seekins allows ample time to workshop the treatments and material covered. She presents treatment options for the various ailments and complaints of the second trimester of gestation with particular attention to lumbalgia, thoracalgia, cholecystitis, UTI, sciatica, SI hypermobility and headaches. As the seminar progresses Dr. Seekins discusses and presents treatment options for the various ailments and complaints of the third trimester of gestation with particular attention to edema, fetal malpresentations, reflux, pubic symphysis dysfunction, sacral buckling, pre-term labor and piriiformis syndrome. As the seminar reaches completion Dr. Seekins will discuss the issues of the post-partum period such as mastitis, perineal pain, breast feeding concerns and placental retention. All material will be discussed with attention and emphasis on holistic and chiropractic approaches for treatment. This course is taught by Suzanne Seekins, D.C., D.I.C.S. Dr. Seekins is a 1990 graduate of Logan College of Chiropractic. She is Certified Advanced Proficiency SOT by the Sacral Occipital Research Society International, Certified Craniothrapist by the International Craniothrapic Society, and she is a Diplomate of the International Craniothrapic Society. Dr. Seekins was the International Chiropractor of the Year Award winner by SORSI in 2011. She has presented a large number of lectures and seminars on chiropractic pediatric practice around the country and we are happy to have her on campus this weekend.

Times: Saturday 1:00pm - 7:00pm
Sunday 8:00am - 2:00pm
Tuition: $255 Regular Registration
$230 Early Bird Tuition*
The Insurance Consultant Certification Course continues this weekend with Session # 6: Personal Injury and Worker’s Compensation, Coding and Case Management. Auto accidents and worker's compensation are a major cause of injury and litigation. Learn how to navigate the pitfalls and land mines. In this session, Dr. Mario Fucinari will take a close look at the Personal Injury and Worker’s Compensation system. He teaches the protocols you must master to show medical necessity for the care you render, and the rationale for the documentation and diagnosis that you develop. He covers the various guidelines including the Official Disability Guidelines (ODG). Topics in this important session include guidelines for peer review, types of review, types of personal injury, who is responsible, etc. He discusses how to verify coverage, and cortical modalities. In hour 8 he covers Orthopedic and Neurological examination of the Spine. In hour 9 he covers Examination of the Lumbar and Pelvic Regions. In hours 10 and 11 he discusses Differential Diagnosis of Extremity Conditions Related to the Spine and Localized Extremity Conditions, both upper and lower extremity. Dr. Miller wraps up this very comprehensive seminar with a workshop that includes instruction and practice of the Practical Assessment Spinal Examination. Dr. K. Jeffrey Miller is a Magna Cum Laude 1987 graduate of Palmer College of Chiropractic. He is a Medical Compliance Specialist–Physician, a Certified Chiropractic Sports Practitioner (CCSP), and a Chiropractic Orthopedist. Dr. Miller is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Orthopedic Surgery and Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation at the Missouri Orthopedic Institute of the University of Missouri School of Medicine.

Instructor: Mario Fucinari, DC, CCSP®, APMP, CPCO, MCS-P

Times: Saturday 1:00pm - 7:30pm
Tuition: $275 Regular Registration
$250 Early Bird Tuition*

*Tuition must be received by August 28, 2020 to qualify for EB discount.

Instructor: K. Jeffrey Miller, DC, FACO, MBA

Times: Saturday 1:00pm - 7:00pm
Sunday 8:00am - 2:00pm
Tuition: $235 Regular Registration
$205 Early Bird Tuition*

*Tuition must be received by September 8, 2020 to qualify for EB discount.

Instructor: Linda W Smith, DC

Times: Saturday 1:00pm - 7:00pm
Sunday 8:00am - 2:00pm
Tuition: $235 Regular Registration
$205 Early Bird Tuition*

*Tuition must be received by September 11, 2020 to qualify for EB discount.
October 3-4, 2020
Patient Communication and the Practice of Chiropractic*
Instructor: Thomas Ventimiglia, DC, FACC
This weekend we are proud to have Dr. Tom Ventimiglia on our campus. Dr. Ventimiglia is an expert on patient communication, and we are excited to have him share his expertise with us. Dr. Ventimiglia’s seminar title pretty much says it all: Patient Communication and the Practice of Chiropractic – “Dear Doctor, Your Words Are Powerful” – Ethical Considerations during the Doctor-Patient Encounter. In this comprehensive presentation of patient communication, Dr. Ventimiglia will discuss our legacy, our purpose, and our moral imperative. He talks about patient communication and therapeutic communication as a new tool for the doctor’s bag. He discusses helping patients make health behavior choices and describes motivational interviewing, the importance of guiding the patient toward making healthy choices, and integrating a wellness conversation within the patient encounter. He goes into detail on wellness and wellbeing, promoting a lifestyle and changing behavior. Dr. Ventimiglia wraps up this fascinating presentation with a discussion of longevity. Thomas R. Ventimiglia D.C., FACC is a 1980 graduate of New York Chiropractic College. He maintains a private practice in Queens, New York. He has served as the Dean of the New York Chiropractic College Department of Postgraduate and Continuing Education, and has been an Adjunct Faculty/Clinician at New York Chiropractic College’s Levittown Outpatient Health Facility. He is a great speaker with important information to share. I hope you will join him this weekend on our campus. (Full-time D.C.s get a yearly 5% Risk Management discount from NCMIC for three consecutive policy years for attending a qualified seminar. 8 hours of qualified instruction is required and must be obtained within one year. Seminars of less than 8 hours will require that the D.C.s contact NCMIC once they have accrued the full 8 hours. Seminar discounts earned up to 30 days after the policy renewal date will apply immediately; those earned 30+ days after the renewal date will apply at the next policy renewal date. Part-time D.C.s are eligible to receive half this discount.)

Times: Saturday 1:00pm - 7:00pm
Sunday 8:00am - 2:00pm
Tuition: $235 Regular Registration
$205 Early Bird Tuition*

Tuition must be received by September 18, 2020 to qualify for EB discount.

October 10-11, 2020
Certified Insurance Consultant – Session #7
(Live Webinar)
Instructor: Mario Fucinari, DC, CCSP®, APMP, CPCO, MCS-P
The Insurance Consultant Certification Course continues this weekend with Session #7: Documentation and Billing Audit Procedures. File auditing is a critical piece to compliant and successful physician practice procedures. Whether it is Recovery Audit Contractor (RAC) audits, peer review procedures, private payer denials, or just peace of mind, physicians must plan for inevitable audits. The risks of being non-compliant with documentation and coding are too great. As an insurance consultant and auditor, you must be able to use your proven knowledge of coding and documentation guidelines to justify medical necessity and improve the revenue cycle of nearly all healthcare practices. This class will work on specific case file audits, discussion of findings and how to write a report. If you are the one being audited, we will show you what is the standard of care and how to properly rebut a denial. Topics in this session include Defining the Role of a Certified Insurance Consultant and Peer Reviewer, Guidelines for Peer Review, Types of Review and Indications, and How to Identify Red Flags in the Procedures of the Office. Dr. Fucinari also describes Cart Auditing: Step by Step, Top Coding and Documentation Errors, Analysis of Laboratory Reports, Analysis of the Medical Record, Treatment Plan, Diagnosis and Auditing Procedures of Diagnostic Radiology Services. And much, much more. There is a tremendous amount of information here, and Dr. Fucinari is the most qualified person to teach it. If you want to be an expert, you must learn from an expert. As with all of the sessions in this certification course, this presentation may be used as a stand-alone seminar or the next step in certification. The class is open to doctors, staff, billers, and students. Mario Fucinari, DC, CCSP, APMP, CPCO, MCS-P is a 1986 graduate of Palmer College of Chiropractic and an internationally known expert in compliance. Please join him this weekend for Session #7.

Times: Saturday 1:00pm - 7:00pm
Sunday 8:00am - 2:00pm
Tuition: $275 Regular Registration
$250 Early Bird Tuition*

Tuition must be received by September 25, 2020 to qualify for EB discount.

October 17-18, 2020
ACA Women’s Health Symposium
ACA Women’s Health Symposium: Integrative Women’s Healthcare • Multiple Instructors
Logan University is proud to once again partner with the ACA Women’s Health Council to present the second annual Women’s Health Symposium; Integrating Women’s Healthcare. The reviews from last year’s event were uniformly positive. This year’s program is shaping up to be even better! Some of the best speakers in our profession will be here to provide enlightening and practical information on women’s health. Dr. Kristina Petrocco-Napuli presents Infusing Patient Centered Care with Integration, a session on Meditation and the Impact on the Care of Women, Dr. Cindy Howard presents Labs, Ladies and Protocols, Dr. Alicia Yochurn presents Radiology and Women’s Health, Dr. Karen Erickson discusses Integration of the Clinical World and the Media, and Dr. Catie Wonders presents Yoga and Women’s Health. This is an amazing group of experts presenting important information on the care of the female patient. It will be an education-filled weekend. But, it’s not all work and no fun. This weekend event also includes a catered lunch on Saturday and Sunday, a vendor expo, door prizes, camaraderie and good cheer that comes from a live, in person conference. The Symposium takes place at the state of the art Pursor Center on the beautiful campus of Logan University. It’s the place to be on October 17-18, 2020! We look forward to seeing you there!

Times: Saturday 12:00pm - 7:00pm
Sunday 8:00am - 3:00pm
Tuition: $225 Regular Registration
$199 Early Bird Tuition*
$199 Member Registration
$179 Member Early Bird

* Tuition must be received by October 3, 2020 to qualify for discount.
This weekend we are proud to welcome Dr. Bart Green to our campus. Dr. Green presents Research Evidence to Support Spine Care. Dr. Green says, “Patients, payers, and colleagues in all healthcare disciplines expect evidence-based care. Unlike eminence-based care, where the source of all knowledge is the doctor, evidence-based care blends the science that supports clinical decision making, the art of practice, and the values of patients.” In this seminar, Dr. Green explains evidence-based practice, how evidence is created, the steps of evidence–based practice, and levels of evidence. He explains how to create answerable clinical questions. He describes how to critique evidence. He continues with Global Spine Care Initiative and risk factors for spinal disorders and prevention. Dr. Green wraps up his presentation with research updates. Bart N. Green, DC, PhD, DACBSP, is a 1992 graduate of Los Angeles College of Chiropractic in Whittier, California. He is a staff chiropractic physician for Stanford Health Care, an interdisciplinary corporate health center providing care to employees of this global high-tech company. He served as a staff chiropractic physician at United States Naval Medical Center in San Diego, California. Dr. Green states, “My objective is to provide the highest quality, best value, evidence-based chiropractic care possible in a compassionate and collaborative environment that demonstrates respect for the people I serve.” Please join him this weekend. *Full-time D.C.s get a yearly 5% Risk Management discount from NCMIC for three consecutive policy years for attending a qualified seminar. 8 hours of qualified instruction is required and must be obtained within one year. Seminars of less than 8 hours will require that the D.C.s contact NCMIC once they have accrued the full 8 hours. Seminar discounts earned up to 30 days after the policy renewal date will apply immediately; those earned 30+ days after the renewal date will apply at the next policy renewal date. Part-time D.C.s are eligible to receive half this discount.

**November 7-8, 2020**

**Research Evidence to Support Spine Care**

**Instructor:** Bart Green, DC, MSEd, PhD

**Times:**
- Saturday 1:00pm - 7:00pm
- Sunday 8:00am - 2:00pm

**Tuition:**
- $235 Regular Registration
- $205 Early Bird Tuition*

*Tuition must be received by October 23, 2020 to qualify for EB discount.
Dr. Anthony Miller is an absolute expert on athletic injuries and the treatment of young athletes. In his private practice he receives many referrals from orthopedists and orthopedic surgeons, and very often co-treats serious cases with these medical specialists. The Logan Postgraduate Department is proud to present Dr. Miller’s seminar on campus. This comprehensive learning experience includes the epidemiology and risk factors unique to skeletally immature athletes, and the Doctor of Chiropractic’s role in care and management of these young athletes. Dr. Miller discusses the classification of injuries: Fracture/Sprain and discusses co-management of this special population group with medical specialists. He then spends time going into detail on hand and wrist injuries, elbow injuries, and injuries to the foot and ankle. This is a truly comprehensive presentation with information you can use Monday morning. This weekend we include a catered lunch on Saturday and brunch on Sunday, along with door prizes. Anthony Miller, DC is a December 1999 graduate of Logan College of Chiropractic. He has made multiple media appearances as a chiropractic expert, and has authored journal articles on sports chiropractic. Dr. Miller is the team chiropractic physician for a number of Universities in the St. Louis area and is the team Chiropractor for the St. Louis SLAM Women’s Professional Football Team. Dr. Miller is an Associate Professor at Logan University in the Chiropractic Science Department and he maintains a very busy and very successful chiropractic practice at Esquire Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation in St. Louis, Missouri. Please join Dr. Miller this weekend, you’ll be glad you did!

November 14-15, 2020
Common Extremity Injuries and Conditions in Young Athletes (Special Event)
Instructor: Anthony Miller, DC

November 21-22
Certified Insurance Consultant
Session #8
Instructor: Mario Fucinari, DC, CCSP®, APMP, CPCO, MCS-P

This weekend we are happy to have Dr. Mario Fucinari on campus for the final session of the Peer Review/Insurance Consultant Certification course. In this last session of the Insurance Consultant Certification course, Dr. Fucinari will validate your proficiency in chart auditing, knowledge of documentation and coding guidelines, ability to communicate the results of your audit, and risk analysis. Using the skills of an Insurance Consultant demands knowledge that proper information is collected and passed onto adjusters, risk management personnel, and providers. He will illustrate the knowledge requirements needed to effectively develop, implement, and monitor a compliance program for a client or your practice or to help others in their compliance efforts. Dr. Mario Fucinari is a 1986 graduate of Palmer College of Chiropractic. He is a practicing chiropractor, Certified Professional Compliance Officer, author, and national speaker. He will bring his expertise and knowledge to every aspect of the chiropractic office. This class is perfect for the doctor, staff, billers, and students. This class is the last session of an eight-session certification program and includes the final steps and examination for certification. Thank you for attending.

Times: Saturday 12:00pm - 7:00pm
Sunday 8:00am - 3:00pm
Tuition: $245 Regular Registration
$215 Early Bird Tuition*

*Tuition must be received by October 30, 2020 to qualify for EB discount.

Times: Saturday 1:00pm - 7:30pm
Sunday 8:00am - 2:00pm
Tuition: $275 Regular Registration
$250 Early Bird Tuition*

*Tuition must be received by November 7, 2020 to qualify for EB discount.

Register online at www.Logan.edu (Click on Postgrad)
Email: postgrad@logan.edu or call us at 1-800-842-3234

HAPPY THANKSGIVING!
NO SEMINARS - NOVEMBER 26 OR 27, 2020
We are very happy to have Dr. Mackenzie McNamara on campus to present Holistic Family Practice. Dr. McNamara will begin with the concepts of wholism, health and connections with chiropractic and the nervous system. This will include discussion of the gut-brain axis, chiropractic techniques, applied basic sciences, and supportive holistic measures such as nutrition, acupressure and neurological and rehabilitation exercises. Dr. McNamara will also discuss perinatal and pediatric care along with anatomy, diagnosis and chiropractic techniques tailored to these special populations. This will include craniotherapy, and tonal techniques, information on anatomy, diagnosis and chiropractic care for common conditions affecting these population such as nausea of pregnancy, GERD, low back pain, birth strain plagiocephaly, colic, otitis media, digestive complaints, tongue and lip ties and more. We will wrap-up with ways to expand outreach, connect with other holistic providers, like lactation consultants, midwives, doulas, counselors, functional health DC’s, MD’s, etc. Dr. Mackenzie will also present clinical case studies with a review of major concepts. This seminar will give you practical information you can use Monday morning in your practice. Don’t miss this very informative presentation!

Times: Saturday 1:00pm - 7:00pm  
Sunday  8:00am - 2:00pm  
*Tuition must be received by November 30, 2020 to qualify for EB discount.

Tuition: $235 Regular Registration  
$205 Early Bird Tuition*

December 12-13, 2020  
Holistic Family Practice  
Instructor: Mackenzie McNamara, DC, IHS, FASA

Have a Healthy Holiday and a Safe and Happy New Year!  
See you in 2021!

Acupuncture Certification Courses Resume in the Fall.  
Look for More Details Coming Soon

ON DEMAND

Activator Technique Interactive Virtual Training
Module 1: Basic Scan Protocol of the Activator Method
Module 2: Upper Extremities
Module 3: Lower Extremities

ce4chiros.com

The Case for Chiropractic: Why the Adjustment is Irreplaceable and how Adjustments Work
Vertigo - Causes And Treatment For The Chiropractor Vestibular Rehabilitation
UPCOMING WEBINARS

Noon - 2:00pm - Central time

**JULY 28**
Practice Recovery Strategies in the Post-Coronavirus World
Instructor: Mario Fucinari, DC, APMP, MCS-P, CPCO

**AUGUST 20**
Top 10 Documentation Errors
Instructor: Mario Fucinari, DC, APMP, MCS-P, CPCO

**SEPTEMBER 10**
Integrating a Wellness Consultation Into Practice
Instructor: Thomas R. Ventimiglia, DC

**SEPTEMBER 30**
Radiology for the Non-Radiologist
Instructor: Beverly L. Harger, DC, DACBR

SPRING SYMPOSIUM 2021
APRIL 15-18, 2021 // ST. LOUIS UNION STATION
HELP US FIND THE MISSING PIECE IN CONTINUING EDUCATION

Which topics would you benefit most from learning? Which educators would you choose to teach those topics? Let us know...

EMAIL US AT POSTGRAD@LOGAN.EDU OR CALL 1-800-842-3234
# Registration Form

Name of Seminar __________________________ Date of Seminar __________________________

Name: ___________________________________ Chiropractic License # __________________

Office Address: ____________________________  □ Check here if new address

City: _____________________________________ State: ________ Zip Code: ________________

Office Phone #: ________________ Cell#: ________________ Home Phone #: ________________

Email Address: ____________________________

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEES</th>
<th>PAYMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular Registration $ _____</td>
<td>Pay by phone with your credit card by calling (800) 842-3234 or (636) 227-2100 ext. 1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Bird $ _____</td>
<td>Or mail check (payable to Logan University):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Logan University Alumni &amp; Friends House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1851 Schoettler Rd. • Chesterfield, MO 63017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Or register online at <a href="http://www.logan.edu">www.logan.edu</a> (click on Alumni and Postgrad)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Cancellation Fee:** Your registration may be freely transferred to another person or to a future seminar without any cancellation fee; however, the registration fee will be forfeited if not used or refunded within one year of the original program. If a refund is requested, the cancellation fee is $25 per registrant per seminar canceled (allow 2-3 weeks after seminar for refunds). It is suggested that registrants pre-register and confirm the status of the seminar. Logan College reserves the right to cancel or adjust program dates, times, speakers, or locations if the need arises. Logan College will not be responsible for registrants’ expenses should any program changes occur. All classes announced will be held unless 24 hours prior registration indicates insufficient numbers to hold a seminar in which case those registered will be notified by phone or fax.